
GGA – Writing (Poetry) for Year Six 

Success Criteria for a War/Remembrance Poem

I used an appropriate title to generate interest and hints at what my 
poem is about.

My word choice is appropriate for the subject and varied.

I used strong active verbs to move the poem along.

I used personification, similes, hyperbole and/or metaphors.

I used language to create atmosphere and mood.

The rhythm is natural and easy to read aloud.

My choice of language makes it easy for a listener to understand.

I have thought about who my audience is and tailored my language to 
them.

Why are we learning this? Why is it important?

Poetry is a form of expression. Writing it lets 
us get out our feelings and thoughts on a 
subject.

Writing poetry or hearing poetry can make 
us feel better. It may make us think about 
something in a different way.

Success Criteria for
Performing a Poem

I have used intonation and expression to gain, maintain and 
monitor the interest of my listeners.

I have selected and used the appropriate register for effective 
communication.

I have used gestures and body movement to convey the 
character(s).

I have projected my voice so that people can hear me from the 
back of the hall.

I have taken feedback from my teachers or peers and used it to 
make improvements to my performance.

Register is how high or low your voice is.

Key Vocabulary

Personification When you give an animal or object qualities or abilities that only a human 
can have.

Simile A figure of speech that directly compares two things. They usually use ‘as’ 
or ‘like’.

Hyperbole An exaggeration used for emphasis or humour.

Metaphor A comparison between two things that aren’t alike but do have something 
in common.

Remember that in Year Six you must always:

Use neat, joined handwriting.

Use a range of punctuation, including Year 6 punctuation.

Use a dictionary to check your spelling.

Use adventurous vocabulary.

Reread and uplevel your writing.

Check your writing against your assessment grid.


